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We’re living in the 
on-demand era.

More than 4 billion 
people around the  
world today have  
access to the internet. 

But for any business  
to get noticed online, 
you need to stay ahead  
of the competition.
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The more we ‘do’, the more we demand 
of our sites, apps and digital tools. The 
more we demand, the slicker and more 
useful they need to become. The more 
information they must host and track. 

And so, businesses need to change their 
mindset. They need to focus on scaling 
their online presence. 

But how do you scale your website, when 
your team is already stretched for time? 
How can you keep your content up-to-
date, when amending just one page can 
take hours? How do you maintain brand 
consistency when you have numerous 
teams, spread across multiple cities, 
countries – even continents? And how do 
you do it all while maximising consumer 
engagement and conversion?

How can we make the 
process of building, 
optimising and 
expanding websites  
more efficient? 

Scalable  
web design.

Watch, rent, buy, share, sell, date ... get a health check. These days, we do it all online. 
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Websites are getting 
larger, more complex  
and more information 
heavy as they fight to 
remain relevant.

Today, it’s pretty commonplace 
for them to have hundreds of 
pages, featuring thousands  
of products. 

While growing your online 
presence is great for business, 
it can prove a challenge for 
consistency: what’s good for 
business can be bad for brand.

Making a ‘quick’ change to one 
part of your site commonly 
becomes a time-consuming 
project. And it’s easy to miss 
something. That something 
may be seemingly small, at first. 
But over time, your website can 
turn into a bit of a Frankenstein.

The solution? 
Atomic Design.

Atomic 
Design
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Your website 
under the 
microscope

Brainchild of Brad Frost, the 
Atomic Design web-building 
method allows flexibility  
and consistency from the  
very beginning. 

It uses ‘atoms’, 
‘molecules’ and 
‘organisms’ 
to create a 
website that’s 
completely 
scalable.

Atoms

In chemistry, atoms are  
your most basic components 
which form everything. 
Buttons, fonts, search fields  
– these are the ‘atoms’  
of your website design.

Templates
Consist mostly of groups of 
organisms stitched together  
to form pages. 

When we get to this stage, 
we can start to see our design 
system coming together and 
our layout in action. Templates 
are concrete, and they provide 
context for all of those 
relatively abstract molecules 
and organisms. The design  
can evolve from wireframes 
to visual design comps  
and/or prototypes.

Molecules

A number of atoms together 
form molecules. These could 
be heroes, alerts or search 
navigations. They’re still 
portable, and can be dropped 
in anywhere on your site.

Pages
Specific instances of templates 
with actual content. 

This stage has the highest  
level of fidelity, and it’s 
essential. This is our chance 
to test our design system’s 
effectiveness. Viewing 
everything in context allows  
us to loop back to modify  
our molecules, organisms  
and templates to better 
address the real context of 
the design. Here, we can also 
test variations in templates.

Organisms

Multiple molecules, or atoms 
and molecules together, form 
organisms. Think headers, 
footers and stack forms.

The beauty of this system? 
Applying changes to one 
atom will apply the changes 
throughout all atoms on 
your website. The same goes 
for your molecules, your 
organisms, and so on. 

Millions of products,  
thousands of pages – with  
just one change at atom level, 
they can all be updated in  
an instant.

The benefits of 
Atomic Design: 

• Saves time
• Saves resources 
• Improves consistency
• Sites are fully and easily 

scalable – up or down 
• Creates a cohesive brand 
• Provides a much simpler, 

more seamless process for 
design changes
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Semantics might not 
be a daily topic of 
conversation for most of 
us, but it’s an instinctive 
part of being human.

‘Semantics’ generally 
refers to the logic and 
meaning in words, 
phrases or text. Those 
meanings can change, 
dependent on context 
and application. 

In the context of 
programming, semantics  
(or ‘semantic naming’) refers 
to applying description logic  
to the digital coding process.  
It uses a rational, meaning-
based naming system for 
developing a site’s metadata. 
For example, using <header> 
to mean a page header, and 
<body> at the beginning of  
a page’s body copy.

The advantage?
Users can immediately 
understand what the metadata 
they’re reading is referring to. 
At first glance, you can answer 
internal questions like, “What 
effect does running this line of 
script have?” or “What purpose 
does this HTML function serve?”

Why is semantic 
naming important?

• It makes it quicker for web 
editors to find the right 
place to edit code, improving 
workforce efficiency 

• There’s less time and effort 
needed for interpretation; more 
clarity over website content

• It’s helpful for when you 
have multiple teams based in 
different locations who might 
be editing the same content 

• Or in situations where a historic 
page’s metadata is updated by 
somebody new

Semantic naming: 
Decrypting your code
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But perhaps the most 
important reason for  
semantic naming  
is accessibility.

Some HTML elements have 
built-in keyboard accessibility. 
So, for users who aren’t using 
a mouse-driven cursor, they 
can tab between sections of 
your page, and activate their 
selection via the keyboard. 
You can use a screen-reader to 
check these HTML elements are 
operating as they should be.

Produced by the World  
Wide Web Consortium,  
Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG) are 
gaining importance in today’s 
accessibility-conscious society. 

Motion design
Putting your website 

into action

Increasingly, certain levels of 
accessibility are required in 
order for businesses to avoid 
being penalised: in the UK,  
for example, public sector 
digital services must meet 
WCAG level AA. 

So, semantic naming allows 
you to stay one step ahead 
of accessibility demands as 
you scale your website(s) to 
accommodate as large an 
audience as possible. Providing 
an even better user experience.
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You now have a website 
which is accessible, easy 
to navigate, and scalable. 
But you can take things 
one step further with 
motion design.

Motion design refers  
to interactive elements 
on a website.

Some elements may indicate  
a movement or response,  
like when a button ‘depresses’ 
slightly at the click of your 
cursor, or your shopping cart 
lights up after a product is 
added to your basket. 

Motion can also be used to 
indicate next steps, leading 
visitors toward a desired 
action, with animation 
naturally drawing more 
attention than static  
images or text alone.

Motion design shouldn’t 
distract or confuse. It should 
follow the rules of real-world 
forces – think gravity, or 
friction. And you only  
want to include it where 
there’s purpose. 

Any interactive 
elements you 
design should  
be four things: 

• Responsive
• Natural
• Aware 
• Intentional

Responsive motion is directly 
instigated by a user action.  
It takes the form of an 
energetic and accurate 
movement, caused by a  
click, scroll or hover. 

Natural motion refers to 
its mimicking of real-world 
forces, taking physics into 
consideration (unnatural 
movements can look out  
of place and robotic). 

Awareness refers to both the 
user, and any website elements 
surrounding interactive 
elements. Choreographing 
interactive elements 
appropriately includes never 
moving multiple elements in 
different directions, or having 
them cross paths. 

Intentional motion uses 
movement to direct the  
user to the right place at the 
right time. Drawing attention 
elsewhere can distract  
your visitor and pull them  
off-course.

Important 
to note
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It’s your secret 
weapon to 
creating beautiful 
digital services 
which build trust 
and brand loyalty, 
and directly 
influence your  
bottom line.

It might be a small 
part of your user 
interface, but 
motion has a big 
impact on UX 
(User experience). 

Motion is informative 
It shows users where an 
interaction can take place, 
provides clues on what options 
are available, and what 
happens if an action is taken. 
Plus, it illustrates on-page 
hierarchy.

Motion reinforces your 
brand personality 
Motion cues add character. 
So, whether it’s celebrating 
a particular moment in the 
user journey, entertaining 
your visitor during loading 
times, or simply adding style 
to your layout, motion’s use is 
an opportunity to strengthen 
brand recall. 

Benefits in motion: 
• Reinforces your brand image

• Makes users stay on your 
website longer

• Improves comprehension 
levels 

• Directs your users’ attention

• Encourages desired actions 

• Improves UX

Is motion  
design 
necessary?
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Scalable design is the 
key to keeping your  
site current, compelling 
and consistent with  
your brand. 

It’s the cost-effective, 
time-saving, accurate 
way of creating the 
ultimate user experience 
at scale.

Having spent years working 
at the frontier of web design 
and development, P+S has 
developed a unique approach 
to scaling our clients’  
digital offerings. 

Our in-house team includes 
web developers, copywriters, 
digital designers, QA testers 
and dev-ops engineers who 
– under the guidance of our 
expert strategists – have been 
applying scalable design with 
outstanding results for clients 
on a global scale. Together, 
we can deliver digital success 
that’s fit for an increasingly 
competitive world.

Have a project you’d  
like to discuss?  

Want to explore the full 
scope of our services in 
more detail?

Let’s talk...

Sophie Harris
Business Development Executive

e : marketing@proctors.co.uk
   t : +44 (0)117 923 2282 
 m : +44 (0)788 465 3367
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The Old Printworks 
178 Easton Road  
Bristol BS5 0ES 
United Kingdom

proctors.co.uk

@ProctorsBristol 

@proctorandstevenson
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